Trumpet Signals for the 3rd C.L.D.
I. PRUSSIAN FIELD SIGNALS
1. MARCH

2. TROT

3. GALOP (Canter)

4. CHARGE

5. HALT

6. FLANKERS FORWARD

7. CALL (“RECALL/RALLY”)
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8. FIRE

9. LOAD

10. FRONT

11. DRAW SWORDS

12. RETURN SWORDS

13. MOUNT

14. DISMOUNT

15. TAKE CARE (FOR A WHOLE SQUADRON)
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16. FORM SQUADRONS
Kastner, Georges. Manuel Général De Musique Militaire. Paris: Didot Frères,
1848.Internet Archive. 31 Oct. 2007. Web. 15 Mar. 2014.
<http://tinyurl.com/mjmbard>.
"Kavallerie-Signale." Kavallerie-Signale. N.p., 29 Apr. 2013. Web. 15 Mar.
2014. <http://www.reitverein-guenzburg.de/signale.htm>.
Kriegsministerium, Prussia. Exerzir-Reglement Für Die Kavallerie, Vom 5. Juli
1876. Berlin: R.v. Decker's Verlag, Marquardt & Schenck, 1876. Google Books.
18 July 2008. Web. 15 Mar. 2014. <http://tinyurl.com/mvyubxt>.

17. ADVANCE

Monelle, Raymond. The Musical Topic: Hunt, Military and Pastoral.
Bloomington: Indiana UP, 2006. Print.
Panóff, Peter. Militärmusik in Geschichte Und Gegenwart. Berlin: K.
Siegismund, 1938. Print.

18. DEPLOY INTO LINE

Prussia, Army. Exerzir-Reglement Für Die Kavallerie. Berlin: E.S. Mittler Und
Sohn, 1895.Google Books. 10 Jan. 2008. Web. 15 Mar. 2014.
<http://tinyurl.com/ldskakc>.
Prussia., Army. Exerzir-Reglement Für Die Kavallerie Der KöniglichPreußischen Armee Vom 5. Mai 1855. Berlin: Decker, 1873. Google Books. 08
Oct. 2013. Web. 15 Mar. 2014. <http://tinyurl.com/jwdpjrl>.

19. RETREAT, BY THE RIGHT-ABOUT (also used as “Dismissed”)

Prussia, Army. Reglement Vor Die Königl. Preußische Cavallerie-Regimenter.
Berlin: n.p., 1750. Google Books. 02 Aug. 2011. Web. 15 Mar. 2014.
<http://tinyurl.com/noxrhu3>.
Ramsay, David. Geschichte Der Amerikanischen Revolution. Vol. 3. Berlin:
Voss, 1794.Google Books. 12 Mar. 2009. Web. 15 Mar. 2014.
<http://tinyurl.com/nezcdln>.

20. FORM COLUMN

Ramsay, David. The History of the American Revolution. Vol. 2. Trenton, N.J.:
James J. Wilson., 1811. Google Books. 18 Dec. 2007. Web. 15 Mar. 2014.
<http://tinyurl.com/n9kelgl>.
Schmidt, Paul Von. Der Werdegang Des Preussischen Heeres. Berlin: K. H.
Düms, 1903.Google Books. 16 Nov. 2007. Web. 15 Mar. 2014.
<http://tinyurl.com/o6e5dty>.
Willcox, Cornélis De Witt. A French-English Military Technical Writing.
Washington: Govt. Print. Off., 1903. Google Books. 19 Aug. 2010. Web. 15 Mar.
2014. <http://tinyurl.com/myr86j9>.
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II. GARRISON OR BIVOUAC SIGNALS

SOURCES

from the Prussian and British Regulations
Army War College. Vocabulary of German Military Terms and Abbreviations.
Washington: Government Printing Office, 1917. Internet Archive. Web. 15 Mar.
2014. <http://tinyurl.com/ocag7pu>.
Bailey, N., and Johann Anton Fahrenkrüger. Nathan Bailey's Dictionary,
English-German and German-English. Leipzig: Friedrich Frommann.,
1810. Google Books. 25 Sept. 2006. Web. 15 Mar. 2014.
<http://tinyurl.com/mn9bbpn>.
Der Vollkommene Preussische Soldat Im Kriege Und Im Frieden. Leipzig:
Nauck, 1836.Google Books. 12 Feb. 2008. Web. 15 Mar. 2014.
<http://tinyurl.com/mktv2e6>.
Ebers, Johannes. The New and Complete Dictionary of the German and English
Languages. Leipzig: Breitkopf and Haertel, 1796. Google Books. 15 Sept. 2010.
Web. 15 Mar. 2014. <http://tinyurl.com/qchwcn2>.
Exerzir- Reglement Für Die Kavallerie Der Königlich Preußischen Armee.
Berlin: Georg Decker, 1812. Google Books. 10 Apr. 2012. Web. 15 Mar. 2014.
<http://tinyurl.com/owz4ar9>.
Fawcett, William. Instructions and Regulations for the Formations and
Movements of the Cavalry. London: Printed for the War-Office, by T. Egerton, at
the Military Library, near Whitehall, 1799. 15 May 2006. Web. 15 Mar. 2014.
<http://tinyurl.com/lkyhfku>.
Fawcett, William. Regulations for the Prussian Cavalry. Translated from the
German Original. London: J. Haberkorn, 1757. Google Books. 18 May 2007.
Web. 15 Mar. 2014. <http://tinyurl.com/qyyeg5t>.
Fortescue, J. W., and Gilbert Micholls. A History of the 17th Lancers (Duke of
Cambridge's Own). London: Macmillan &, 1895. Google Books. 2 Aug. 2006.
Web. 15 Mar. 2014. <http://tinyurl.com/qy2763f>.
Fuller-Maitland, J. A., and George Grove. Grove's Dictionary of Music and
Musicians. Vol. 3. London: Macmillan, 1907. Google Books. 23 Aug. 2012.
Web. 15 Mar. 2014. <http://tinyurl.com/owldhtk>.

21. REVEILLE

Grimmelshausen, Hans Jakob Christoffel Von. Der Abenteuerliche Simplicius
Simplicissimus. Vol. 2. Leipzig: Otto Wigand, 1851. Google Books. 12 Mar.
2009. Web. 15 Mar. 2014. <http://tinyurl.com/qbsc2yc>.
Haythornthwaite, Philip. Frederick the Great's Army (1) Cavalry. Vol. 236.
London: Osprey, 1991. Print. Men-at-Arms.
Hyde, J. A New and Compleat Preceptor for the Trumpet & Bugle Horn. London:
Author, 1800. Taps Bugler. Web. 15 Mar. 2014. <http://tapsbugler.com/wpcontent/uploads/2010/05/1800-Trumpet-and-Bugle-Duty-J.-Hyde.pdf>.
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29. PRAYER CALL: This signal (“Ruf zur Wachtparade”) is referenced in all
Prussian regulations dating to 1743; in that early manual, it is referenced as
simply being the “Call” signal; later regulations notate two similar yet specific
“Prayer Calls” (“Ruf zum Gebet” for morning prayers, and “Ruf nach dem
Gebet” for evening prayers). The version notated herein is Panoff’s transcription
of the 1787 “Call”, played twice and quite slowly.

22. STABLE CALL

30. OFFICERS’ CALL: This signal is referenced in all Prussian regulations
dating to 1743. The first appearance of the actual signal in print is from Kastner’s
Napoleonic signals; it is listed in French as “Appel pour les Officiers” (“call for
the officers”). The version notated herein is from Kastner.
31. NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS’ CALL: This signal is first
referenced in the 1812 Prussian regulations. The first appearance of the actual
signal in print is from Kastner’s Napoleonic signals; it is listed in French as
“Appel pour les sous-officiers” (“call for the non-commissioned officers”). The
version notated herein is from Kastner.
32. TRUMPETERS’ CALL: This signal is first referenced in the 1812 Prussian
regulations. The first appearance of the actual signal in print is from Kastner’s
Napoleonic signals; it is listed in French as “Appel pour les Trompettes” (“call
for the trumpets”). The version notated herein is from Kastner.
33. RETREAT: This signal is referenced in all Prussian regulations dating to
1743. The first appearance of the actual signal in print is from Kastner’s 1846
signals; it is listed in French as “Retraite et Reveil du Matin” and “Retrait auch
Morgan Reveille” (both meaning “Retreat and Morning Reveille”; the Prussians
at this time used the same signal in the morning and in the evenings). As with the
British “Reveille”, the British “Retreat” is easier for trumpeters to learn, and for
average troopers to recognize, than the later Prussian “Retrait” signal. It is,
therefore, recommended that the 3rd CLD adopt the British “Retreat”; the version
notated is adapted from Hyde’s Preceptor of 1798.

play twice

23. FODDER

24. MESS

25. BOOTS & SADDLES

26. FIRE ALARM
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27. ALARM, OR “TURN OUT” (same as “CALL”, but very fast)

28. WATCHPARADE CALL (same as “Fodder”, but faster)

play twice
29. PRAYER CALL (same as “Call”, but slower)

30. OFFICERS’ CALL

24. MESS CALL: The first mention of a men’s mess or rations signal is found in
Kastner’s Napoleonic collection. The signal is listed by the French term
“Distribution du fourrage,” meaning “forage distribution.” Confusingly, under his
section of “new” Prussian signals from 1846, Kastner identifies an entirely
different set of signals for men’s food: listed is a signal called both the French
“Fourrager” and “Furagiren”; both terms (especially the German) connote “men
gathering provisions.” Also listed is a signal called the French “Le Repas”,
meaning “dinner.” Within 30 years, however, the 1846 mess signals had been
scrapped; the 1876 Prussian regulations notate a signal identical to Kastner’s
“Distribution du fourrage” but now with the title “Futter holen”, meaning “to
fetch food, or to forage.” Kastner’s Napoleonic signal is notated herein.
25. BOOTS & SADDLES: The use of a “Boots & Saddles” signal appears in all
Prussian regulations. In 1743 regulations, it was called the “Boute-Selle”; this is
in reference to the original 17th century Italian cavalry signal “La Buta Sella”,
meaning “throw saddles” (Note: the later British and Prussian signals are similar
to the old Italian signal). As noted earlier, in 1743 this signal was used as a
counterpart to the infantry’s “Reveille” signal. The men were to be dressed,
horses saddled, and mounted within 12 minutes of the call. By 1812, a “Reveille”
(“Wecken”) call was used in the cavalry; the “Boute-Selle” was renamed
“Saddeln” (meaning “saddles”), and was used prior to the morning assembly or
the guard-mount. The first notated signal is from Kastner’s Napoleonic signals,
and remained essentially unchanged through World War I. Unfortunately, it is
also one of the most difficult Prussian signals, as it ascends into the trumpet’s
clarino register. As noted above, the British “Boots & Saddles” (which is a
natural yet incorrect translation of “Boute-Selle”) is similar to the Prussian
“Saddeln”, yet is easier to perform; its use aslo dovetails well with the use of the
British “Reveille”, as mentioned previously. The “Boots & Saddles” notated
herein is an interpretation from Hyde’s Preceptor of 1798.
26. FIRE ALARM: This signal (“Feuerlärm”) is first referenced in the 1812
Prussian regulations, and was first notated in Kastner’s 1846 Prussian signals. It
is an awkward signal for a fire alarm: it is relatively low in the trumpet register
and the rhythm does not readily suggest an emergency. Apparently, the Bavarians
realized this, as by the end of the 19th century they replaced the Prussian signal
with a new one which conveys a sense of urgency. It is also easier for the
trumpeter to perform than the Prussian signal. The version notated herein is from
the Bavarian regulations of 1909.

31. NCOs CALL

27. ALARM, OR “TURN OUT”: This signal is referenced in all Prussian
regulations dating to 1743. The first appearance of the actual signal in print is
from Kastner’s Napoleonic signals. It is simply the “Call” (“Appell”), but played
very fast and repeated over and over. The version notated herein is from Kastner.
28. WATCHPARADE CALL: This signal (“Ruf zur Wachtparade”) is
referenced in all Prussian regulations dating to 1743. It was the preparative for
the evening guard-mount. The signal first appears in Kastner’s 1846 Prussian
signals; this is the version notated herein.

32. TRUMPETERS’ CALL
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18. DEPLOY INTO LINE: This command (“Deployiren und Aufmarschiren im
Regiment oder Linie”, meaning “deploy and array the regiment, or line”) appears
in all Prussian sources dating to 1743. The signal first appears in the 1787 signals
transcribed by Panoff, who notes it was also used to deploy squadrons into line.
The Panoff version is notated herein.

20. FORM COLUMN: This field command (“Retraite”) appears in all Prussian
sources dating to 1743. The 1812 regulations do not indicate a signal for this
command, but the Napoleonic signals in Kastner give the signal (in French) as
“Formation des Escadrons en colonne”. The identical signal appears in the 1876
regulations, where it is called “Formation der Eskadrons-Kolonnen.” The version
notated is a slightly truncated rendition from the 1909 Bavarian regulations,
21. REVEILLE: The use of a “Reveille” (called “Wecken”, meaning “awaken”)
signal does not appear in the Prussian regulations until 1812. In the 1743
regulations, cavalry trumpeters are ordered to play “Boots & Saddles” (called the
“Boute-Selle”; see #25 below) when the infantry regiments play “Reveille” on
fifes and drums. On the other hand, British cavalry trumpeters played “Reveille”,
followed later in the morning by “Rouse”, then “Boots & Saddles”; this
arrangement more closely aligns with accepted American infantry practices of the
Revolution. It is, therefore, recommended that the 3rd CLD trumpeters play the
British “Reveille” at first light; it is also easier for trumpeters to learn, and for
average troopers to recognize, the later Prussian “Wecken” signal. The British
version notated is from Hyde’s Preceptor of 1798.
22. STABLE CALL: The use of a stable signal (called “Putzen”, meaning
“grooming”) is first authorized in Prussian regulations in 1812; an actual notated
signal first appears in the Napoleonic signals of Kastner. The call is termed, in
French, “Pansage”, meaning “grooming.” The identical signal appears in the
1876 regulations under the term “Putzen.” The version notated is from Kastner.
23. FODDERING CALL: The use of a foddering signal is first authorized in
Prussian regulations in 1812; an actual notated signal first appears in the
Napoleonic signals of Kastner. The call is termed, in French, “Botte”, meaning
“hay bales.” The identical signal appears in the Kastner signals from 1846; it is
called “Futtern”, meaning “to feed (animals).” Very similar signals appear in later
Prussian and Bavarian regulations under the term “Futtern.” The version notated
herein is from Kastner’s Napoleonic signals.
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33. SETTING THE WATCH, OR EVENING RETREAT

19. RETREAT: This field command (“Retraite”) appears in all Prussian sources
dating to 1743. The signal is first noted in the 1787 Panoff transcriptions, where
is appears as a four-bar signal called the “Langsam Retraite”, meaning “slow
retreat.” The 1812 regulations drops the “Langsam” designation, but it specifies
that this command means to “retreat by the right-about turn,” i.e. a deliberate,
controlled retreat in unison. The Napoleonic signal as noted by Kastner is
identical to the first two bars of the 1787 signal; this version is notated herein.
(NOTE: a signal for the command “Dismissed” is mentioned in the 1743
regulations, but no written signal survives. It is suggested to use the “Retreat”
signal for “Dismissed.”)
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NOTES
1. MARCH: This command and signal is referenced in all Prussian regulations
dating to 1743. It is called “Schritt”, meaning “walk”, and “au Pas”, meaning “at
the walk”, in the French titles of the Kastner music collection of 1846/48. The
version notated is from the 1787 signals, as transcribed in Panhoff’s book from
1938.
2. TROT: This command and signal is referenced in all Prussian regulations
dating to 1743. It is called “Trab”, meaning “trot”, or the French “au Trot”,
meaning “at the trot”, in Kastner. The version notated is from the Bavarian
cavalry regulation of 1909; these are a simplified version of the 1895 Prussian
signals. It is similar to all versions of the Prussian signal dating to 1787, but the
ending is changed to avoid the difficult clarino register on the natural trumpet.
3. GALOP: This command and signal is referenced in all Prussian regulations
dating to 1743. In Panoff’s transcription, it is titled “Kurtzer Galopp”, meaning
“short gallop”. This indicates the horse should move at the canter, not a full
gallop. The signal is subsequently called simply “Galop” or “Galopp” in all
Prussian regulations, or the French “Au Galop” in Kastner. The version notated is
from the 1787 signals, as transcribed by Panoff.
4. CHARGE: This command and signal is referenced as the command to engage
or pursue the enemy at a full gallop in all Prussian regulations dating to 1743. It
is called either “Fanfaro”, “Fanfare”, or “March! March!” In the 18th century,
“Fanfare” meant a gaudy, ostentatious or aggressive display; “March! March!”
was the command for infantry to advance at the double-quick, and was given at
the beginning of an infantry charge. The version notated is from the Napoleonic
Prussian signals, as transcribed by Kastner; it is very similar to the 1787 version
and later versions, but the ending was altered to avoid the clarino register.
5. HALT: This self-explanatory command and signal appears in all the Prussian
cavalry references. The version notated is from the Napoleonic signals in
Kastner, and remains virtually unchanged in all subsequent manuals.
6. FLANKERS FORWARD: This command (called “Flanquers vor” or the
French “Tirailleurs en avant”) is not directly referenced until the 1812 Prussian
regulations, but the actual signal is included in the 1787 transcriptions by Panoff.
The version notated is from Panoff.
7. CALL: This command and signal is referenced in all the Prussian sources
dating back to 1743. It is called either “Apell”, “Appel” or “Appell”; all are
variants of the French word meaning “call.” It is also noted in Kastner signals as
the French term “Ralliement”, meaning “rally.” In the field, it was used to recall
the cavalry after a charge; in camp, it was used as a call for the morning Guard,
and as the call to prayer (until later supplanted by a specific Prayer Call). The
version notated is from the 1787 transcriptions by Panoff.

8. FIRE: This command is referenced in all Prussian sources, but the use of a
signal is not mentioned until the Napoleonic signals from Kastner in 1848; it is
labelled as “Feuren” and the French “Feu”, meaning “discharge firearm”. The
version notated is from Kastner.
9. LOAD: This command is referenced in all Prussian sources, but the use of a
signal is not mentioned until the Napoleonic signals from Kastner in 1848; it is
labelled as “Stopfen” and the French “Charge”, meaning “load firearm”. The
version notated is from Kastner.
10. FRONT: This self-explanatory command is referenced in all Prussian
sources. The 1787 signal as transcribed by Panoff is four bars long, but it was
subsequently truncated to a two-bar signal by the Napoleonic period. The notated
version is the shortened version, from Kastner.
11. DRAW SWORDS: This command appears in all Prussian sources dating to
1743. The use of a signal was noted in passing in the 1743 regulations, but the
first musical version appears in the Napoleonic signals from Kastner; this version
is notated herein.
12. RETURN SWORDS: This command appears in all Prussian sources dating
to 1743. The use of a signal was noted in passing in the 1743 regulations, but the
first musical version appears in the Napoleonic signals from Kastner; this version
is notated herein.
13. MOUNT: This command appears in all Prussian sources dating to 1743. The
preparative command “zum Aufsitzen” (“prepare to mount”) was followed by
“Aufgesessen!” (“mount”). The mention of an actual signal to mount is not
referenced until the 1876 Prussian manual; this version is notated herein.
14. DISMOUNT: This command appears in all Prussian sources dating to 1743.
The preparative command “zum Absitzen” (“prepare to dismount”) was followed
by “Abgesessen!” (“dismount”). The mention of an actual signal to mount is not
referenced until the 1876 Prussian manual; this version is notated herein.
15. TAKE CARE: In the 1743 Prussian regulations, this command (“das
Ganze”, meaning “the whole”) was used to get the attention of a whole squadron
prior to subsequent orders. In the Napoleonic signals noted by Kastner, the signal
is called “Escadron”, meaning “squadron” call. By 1855, the command and signal
was used only by regimental commanders, to prepare the entire regiment for
orders. The version notated is from Kastner.
16. FORM SQUADRON(S): This command (“Aufmarschiren in Escadronen”,
meaning “arrary in squadrons”) appears in all Prussian sources dating to 1743.
The signal is first noted in the Napoleonic signals from Kastner; this version is
notated herein.
17. ADVANCE: This command (“Aufrücken”) appears in all Prussian sources
dating to 1743. The signal is first noted in the 1787 signals transcribed by Panoff;
this version is notated herein.
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